Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Potato (*Solanum tuberosum*), the third largest crop plant for food in the world, is a member of the *Solanaceae*, a plant family which includes many other economically important species, such as tomato, eggplant, petunia, tobacco, and pepper. The haploid potato genome comprises 12 chromosomes, corresponding to a total DNA size of about 840 Mb (Bennett et al. [@CR4]). Cultivar improvement in potato remains a time-consuming process, and the genetic gains achieved over the last century are fairly small due to the complex genetics of this tetraploid outbreeder. It is therefore expected that development of potato genomics will be of great importance to support commercial breeding and cultivation.

For studying the inheritance of important agronomic traits in potato, several genetic maps have been created. Most of these maps were based on crosses between diploid lines (Bonierbale et al. [@CR5]; Gebhardt et al. [@CR19]; van Eck et al. [@CR48]), although tetraploid maps are in use as well (Bradshaw et al. [@CR7]). More recently, an ultrahigh-density (UHD) genetic map composed of approximately 10,000 amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers was developed (van Os et al. [@CR49]), which is most likely the densest map for a plant species ever constructed. The genetic positions of the centromeres were determined in this map by using half-tetrad analysis in a 4*x*--2*x* cross population of potato (Park et al. [@CR35]). Considerable advances have also been made with genome-wide gene expression analysis, through microarray studies, expressed sequence tag sequencing, and serial analysis of gene expression (Nielsen et al. [@CR34]; Rensink et al. [@CR39]; Kloosterman et al. [@CR26]).

As a major follow-up to these genetic and expressional characterizations of the potato genome, an international PGSC has been launched in 2006 (Visser et al. [@CR51]; <http://www.potatogenome.net/>), which aims to elucidate the complete genomic DNA sequence of potato by 2010. This sequencing project builds on a genomic DNA library of 78,000 bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones derived from the paternal RH89-039-16 parent (hereafter referred to as clone RH) of the potato UHD genetic map. Currently, fingerprints of this BAC library have been assembled into a physical map of over 7,000 contigs (Borm [@CR6]), of which 1,600 seed contigs are anchored to AFLP markers in the UHD map. This physical map forms the scaffold for the sequencing of the potato genome.

In contrast to the rapid progress of genetic and molecular studies of the potato genome, only limited progress has been achieved in the cytogenetic characterization of the potato genome. Very few heterochromatic or euchromatic features in the potato genome have been defined at the DNA sequence level. To date, the large amounts of genetic and sequence data have been only sparsely related to potato chromosome maps or structures. The chromosome morphology of the 12 potato pachytene bivalents was described previously (Yeh and Peloquin [@CR59]; Ramanna and Wagenvoort [@CR38]; Wagenvoort [@CR52]). Yet, it was difficult to identify the chromosomes unequivocally by only morphological features, and none of these early pachytene karyotypes of potato were aligned with the currently available genetic or physical maps.

Several papers have reported to map DNA sequences by in situ hybridization technologies on mitotic metaphase chromosomes of potato (Visser et al. [@CR50]; Wagenvoort et al. [@CR53]; Fuchs et al. [@CR18]; Dong et al. [@CR13]). However, these somatic chromosome complements provide only low mapping resolution and few details regarding chromatin structure. Instead, meiotic pachytene chromosomes in pollen mother cells are much longer (de Jong et al. [@CR12]) and display a clear heterochromatic--euchromatic differentiation, making them highly appropriate for high-resolution mapping of single-copy and repetitive sequences on chromosomes.

Application of BAC fluorescence in situ hybridization (BAC-FISH) on pachytene complements can contribute significantly to the construction of physical maps and to map-based cloning projects by confirming the physical locations of markers on the linkage groups, by resolving the order of closely linked markers, by identifying the heterochromatin and euchromatin borders, and by determining the locations of repetitive and single-copy DNA sequences (Lapitan et al. [@CR31]; Zhong et al. [@CR63]; Fransz et al. [@CR17]; Cheng et al. [@CR10]; Kulikova et al. [@CR29]; Islam-Faridi et al. [@CR23]; Zhao et al. [@CR60]; Wang et al. [@CR55]; Koo et al. [@CR28]; Szinay et al. [@CR43]). In potato, pachytene BAC-FISH has already been applied successfully to the characterization of chromosome 6 (Iovene et al. [@CR22]; Tang et al. [@CR45]).

In this report, we present the first genome-wide cytogenetic map of potato using a five-color BAC-FISH protocol on pachytene complements. With this map, several applications are demonstrated, including the construction of a standard pachytene karyotype which is integrated with the genetic and physical map of potato, a major repair in the chromosome 12 linkage map, anchor point verifications in the potato physical map, and comparisons between genetic, cytogenetic, and physical distances in the potato genome. The results reported in this FISH study provide a foundation for a detailed molecular cytogenetic characterization of the potato genome.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

For preparing cell spread preparations, we used anthers of the diploid potato genotypes G254 (Hermsen et al. [@CR21]) and RH89-039-16 (Rouppe van der Voort et al. [@CR41]). BAC clones were from the RHPOTKEY BAC library of genotype RH89-039-16 (Borm [@CR6]). Genetic mapping information for the selected BAC clones (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) was retrieved from the ultradense genetic map (van Os et al. [@CR49]; <http://www.plantbreeding.wur.nl/potatomap/>) and the potato physical map (Borm [@CR6], unpublished results). Genetic mapping information for BAC clone RH195L21 on chromosome 12 was kindly provided by Gerard Bijsterbosch (Wageningen UR Plant Breeding). The telomeric DNA probe pAtT4 cloned from *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Richards and Ausubel [@CR40]) was also included in some of the FISH analyses. Table 1Genetic and physical locations of potato BAC clonesChromosomal arm^a^AFLP markerGenetic position (bin) ^b^Selected BACPhysical location (FL)^c^Number^d^Neighbor BACs' distance comparison1SEAACMCAG_2117RH083J124.70 ± 0.63107 bins/4.7 FL1SEAGTMAGG_39110RH078E178.53 ± 1.1453 bins/3.83 FL1LEAACMCAA_191.420RH092C1047.79 ± 2.401010 bins/39.26 FL1LEACAMCTG_271H47RH158N1861.63 ± 2.171027 bins/13.84 FL1LEACTMCTA_205101RH096H0398.30 ± 1.481054 bins/36.67 FL2LEAGCMAAC_3602RH075N0714.70 ± 4.6322 bins/14.7 FL2LEAAGMCGA_432.87RH095G1222.72 ± 1.6255 bins/8.02 FL2LEACAMAGC_150H13--14RH174A1529.71 ± 1.7446--7 bins/6.99 FL2LEAGAMACG_17957RH076J1957.42 ± 0.92543--44 bins/27.71 FL2LEACTMCAT_403.1H65RH055P1361.49 ± 0.6448 bins/4.07 FL3SEAAGMACC_4339RH078O146.99 ± 1.1739 bins/6.99 FL3SEAACMCCA_261.713RH159O019.46 ± 0.6724 bins/2.47 FL3LEAGAMCAG_410.137RH079E02^e^47.43 ± 1.06624 bins/37.97 FL3LEAGAMCTC_24552RH074E0756.01 ± 0.22215 bins/8.58 FL3LEATGMCAT_36479RH055M1973.89 ± 0.15227 bins/17.88 FL4SEAACMCTC_297.61RH013K093.17 ± 0.2931 bin/3.17 FL4SEAACMCAA_89.317RH162B09^e^8.90 ± 0.58516 bins/5.73 FL4SEAACMCGA_321.828RH097G1717.25 ± 1.59311 bins/8.35 FL4LEACTMCTA_113.666RH095G1081.14 ± 2.24338 bins/63.89 FL4LEAACMAGG_190H78RH191L1794.82 ± 2.07312 bins/13.68 FL5LEAACMCAG_149.74RH081B09^e^3.61 ± 0.46104 bins/3.61 FL5LEAACMAGG_16721RH095I0812.37 ± 1.191017 bins/8.76 FL5LEAGAMACC_23037RH076O0821.40 ± 1.771016 bins/9.03 FL5SEACTMCTA_188.9H55RH089A2161.89 ± 1.32818 bins/40.49 FL5SEAACMCTC_20560RH044A2168.60 ± 1.16105 bins/6.71 FL6SEATCMCTC_104.23RH026H242.50 ± 0.3553 bins/2.5 FL6SEAACMCCT_37715RH069B129.09 ± 0.69612 bins/6.59 FL6LEACTMAGC_17524RH075G1337.18 ± 1.5259 bins/28.09 FL6LEAACMCTG_152.646--47RH194M18^e^50.31 ± 2.26522--23 bins/13.13 FL6LEACAMAGG_6756RH054L2360.29 ± 1.4549--10 bins/9.98 FL7LEACCMAGT_27H9RH075O195.16 ± 0.8389 bins/5.16 FL7LEACGMAGT_27031RH078E1510.81 ± 1.35922 bins/5.65 FL7LEAAGMCAT_36244RH170M0118.46 ± 0.70413 bins/7.65 FL7LEAACMCAA_217rh48--49RH093G1021.33 ± 1.5064--5 bins/2.87 FL7SEAAGMCAT_231.9H77RH186I02^e^75.20 ± 0.75828--29 bins/53.87 FL8SEACAMAGC_160rh7RH122L166.99 ± 0.7387 bins/6.99 FL8SEAAGMAGG_277.814RH055L2113.72 ± 1.6097 bins/6.73 FL8LEAACMCCA_14126RH184D0754.14 ± 2.75912 bins/40.42 FL8LEACCMAAC_17342RH122E19^e^71.39 ± 3.29816 bins/17.25 FL8LEAGAMACG_12179RH127J0289.33 ± 1.35837 bins/17.94 FL9SEACCMCAT_3723RH135I224.39 ± 0.6553 bins/4.39 FL9SEAACMCTC_215.2H28RH061A1320.89 ± 1.89515 bins/16.50 FL9LEAACMCTT_255.634RH101N0954.08 ± 1.5176 bins/33.19 FL9LEAACMCAG_167.860RH168F09^e^71.99 ± 1.22426 bins/17.91 FL9LEAAGMACG_273H84RH079O0682.35 ± 1.29424 bins/10.36 FL10LEAACMCAG_409.11RH049J105.14 ± 0.6641 bin/5.14 FL10LEAACMCTT_143H25--27RH048F1513.18 ± 0.96424--26 bins/8.04 FL10LEAACMCCA_222H34RH184D0220.33 ± 2.2747--9 bins/7.15 FL10SEACAMCTG_80.2H76RH106M2291.19 ± 1.89442 bins/70.86 FL10SEAGTMCCA_221.186RH178K07^e^97.31 ± 1.16310 bins/6.12 FL11LEACAMCTT_252.57RH204G21^e^6.12 ± 0.7427 bins/6.12 FL11LEAAGMACC_206.5H25--27RH097I1816.74 ± 1.15518--20 bins/10.62 FL11LEAACMCAT_141RH162O2126.41 ± 1.08514--16 bins/9.67 FL11SEACAMCTC_157.4rh68RH058F1771.13 ± 0.72527 bins/44.72 FL11SEACAMCGA_262.5H82--83RH042C1275.38 ± 0.48214--15 bins/4.25 FL12LEACAMACG_1102RH106P06^e^3.23 ± 0.7892 bins/3.23 FL12LEAGAMCTC_3725RH016H066.97 ± 1.1483 bins/3.74 FL12LEACCMCAT_7610RH183I0210.93 ± 1.0195 bins/3.96 FL12LEACCMAAC_20239RH043B1720.58 ± 1.771029 bins/9.65 FL12SEAGAMCAG_116.590RH084C2488.46 ± 1.011051 bins/67.88 FL^a^Arabic numerals, chromosome number; S and L, short and long arm of potato chromosomes. The numbering system was according to corresponding linkage groups (van Os et al. [@CR49])^b^The genetic position was adopted from the ultradense RH genetic map (van Os et al. [@CR49]). The genetic map consisted of bin segments that each represent one recombination event (equivalent to 0.77-cM distance) that was observed in the SH × RH mapping population^c^Physical location FL was calculated as (S/T) × binT, where S = the distance in μm from the FISH hybridization site to the north end of the chromosome, T = the total length of the chromosome in micrometer, binT = the total bin value of the same linkage group (van Os et al. [@CR49])^d^The number of measurements^e^Ten BACs as cytogenetic markers were used to identify bivalents 3 to 12, respectively, in pachytene cell complement

FISH and image capturing {#Sec3}
------------------------

Pachytene chromosome preparations were made as described by Zhong et al. ([@CR61]) with few minor modifications. Cot100 fractions of potato genomic DNA for suppressing repetitive sequences in some BACs from hybridization to the chromosomes were prepared according to Chang et al. ([@CR9]) and Tang et al. ([@CR45]). BAC DNA was isolated using a standard alkaline extraction and directly labeled with one of the five fluorescent nucleotides: Cy3-dUTP, Cy3.5-dCTP, Cy5-dUTP (GE Healthcare, Sweden), fluorescein-12-dUTP (fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC), and diethylaminocoumarin (DEAC)-5-dUTP (PerkinElmer Inc.). The labeling methods followed the protocols of Amersham Bioscience (GE Healthcare, Sweden). FISH was performed according to the protocol of Zhong et al. ([@CR62]). Slides were examined under a Zeiss Axioplan 2 Imaging Photomicroscope equipped with epifluorescence illumination, with filter sets for 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), DEAC (blue), FITC (green), Cy3 (orange), Cy3.5 (red), and Cy5 (far-red) fluorescence. Selected images were captured by a Photometrics Sensys 1,305 × 1,024 pixel CCD camera. Image processing and FISH signal thresholding were performed with the Genus Image Analysis Workstation software (Applied Imaging Corporation). DAPI images were sharpened separately with a 7 × 7 Hi-Gauss high-pass spatial filter to accentuate minor details and heterochromatin differentiation of the chromosomes. The FISH signals of the different fluorescence images were combined with the DAPI image in a multichannel stack. DAPI images were displayed in gray, and the other fluorescence images were pseudocolored mostly corresponding to the original colors of the fluorescing dyes. Brightness and contrast of the composite images were further improved with Photoshop CS4 (Adobe).

Data analysis {#Sec4}
-------------

Prior to FISH, we analyzed a separate set of DAPI-stained pachytene bivalents for measuring the size and positions of euchromatin and heterochromatin. We used ImageJ (<http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij>) for measurements and for straightening chromosomes (plug-in of Kocsis et al. [@CR27]). The absolute lengths of the chromosomes were also converted into relative lengths, as percentage of total cell complement (TCC).

For a direct comparison between genetic and physical positions of BACs, the cytological position of each BAC clone was converted into fraction length (FL) according to Cheng et al. ([@CR10]). In this method, the total physical length of each pachytene chromosome was divided into a number of FLs equal to the genetic length of the corresponding linkage group. For genetic lengths of the RH genetic map, we used bins, in which one bin equals about 0.77 cM, and converted the number of bins of that linkage group into the number of FLs per chromosome. For example, the length of linkage group RH1 is 101 bins, and hence the pachytene chromosome 1 is divided into 101 FLs. The physical locations of BACs were then calculated as FL = (*S* /* T*) × binT, where *S* = the distance in micrometer from the FISH hybridization site to the north end of the chromosome, *T* = the total length of the chromosome in micrometer, and binT = the total bin value of the same linkage group.

Relative DAPI fluorescence intensities were measured with Image-Pro Plus 6.0 software by summing pixel intensities in the selected area of interest. Data were further processed in an MS Excel spreadsheet. For certain DAPI fluorescence measurements, we first calculated that 10 μm corresponds to 236 pixels in the microscopic image, then picked randomly nine euchromatin or heterochromatin blocks of 10-μm length each, and converted these into mega-base-pair per micrometer by taking the total sum of DAPI fluorescence intensity × 840 Mb / total density sum of cell complement for euchromatin and for heterochromatin, respectively.

Results {#Sec5}
=======

Alignment of cytogenetic map and linkage groups of potato {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------

We developed a cytogenetic map with full chromosome identification in potato, on the basis of selected BAC sets for each of the 12 potato chromosomes (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) covering both short and long arms (except for chromosome 2 for which BACs cover only the long arm). These 60 BAC clones have been anchored to AFLP markers in all 12 linkage groups and are taken from physical map contigs in regions of the genetic map with a medium to high recombination rate. For each set of five BACs per chromosome, we labeled the clones with the five available fluorescent dyes and hybridized them simultaneously to produce a reference pattern of markers/marker bands. Most BACs were located in the euchromatic regions and produced distinct single fluorescence foci, even without Cot100 blocking, suggesting that they were poor in repeat sequences.

Two criteria were used to verify that the selected BACs hybridize according to their anchoring AFLP marker positions. Firstly, we checked if each group of five BACs from a particular linkage group indeed hybridized to the same chromosome (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Secondly, we made sure that the chromosomal positions of all 60 selected BACs correlated with their corresponding genetic AFLP marker positions (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), especially with respect to their order on their maps. Fig. 1Potato cytogenetic map and its alignment to the UHD genetic map of genotype RH. For each chromosome (*white numbers*), five BAC clones were selected (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) as cytogenetic markers and were hybridized to DAPI-stained pachytene chromosomes by five-color FISH. The FISH images (*right*) were straightened and stretched to align with the corresponding genetic maps (*left*) for relative distance comparison. Each linkage group of the RH genetic map is divided into bin segments (*small rectangles*) of 0.77-cM length, in which the AFLP marker density is coded by a grayscale value. The *black* and *dark gray* bins have the highest marker densities. The centromere locations on the pachytene chromosomes are indicated by *asterisks*. The corresponding genetic positions of the centromeres are marked according to Park et al. ([@CR35]), except for RH linkage group 3 (see text)

The resulting reference FISH map was aligned with the ultradense genetic linkage map, and this comparison revealed the distance relations between the chromosomal positions of the BAC clones and genetic positions of the corresponding anchoring AFLP markers (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Marker intervals were compared between both maps, and some discrepancies were detected between genetic distances expressed in bins and chromosomal distances expressed in FLs (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Differences were particularly obvious for marker intervals spanning the pericentromere heterochromatin and the centromere regions. For instance, clones RH061A13 and RH101N09, which are most likely located close to the euchromatin and pericentromere heterochromatin boundaries on the short arm and long arm of chromosome 9, respectively, are separated by six bins in the genetic map, whereas their physical distance is 33.19 FL (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), which is a 5.5-fold difference.

Towards a standard potato pachytene karyotype {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------

We have constructed a standard pachytene karyotype for potato using five-color BAC-FISH signals in combination with the differential DAPI staining of euchromatin and heterochromatin regions. Chromosomes 1 and 2 are easily identifiable in the cell complement and do not require BAC painting: chromosome 1 is always the longest in the complement, and chromosome 2 contains the satellite with the conspicuous nucleolar-organizing region (NOR) in the short arm. The remaining chromosomes (3 to 12) were tagged with a set of ten BACs (indicated by superscripted e in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) with known position on each of these chromosomes. These ten BACs were labeled with five different fluorescent dyes and used for FISH on selected slides with well-spread and clearly differentiated late pachytene complements. This procedure allowed the simultaneous identification of all 12 bivalents in a cell complement of genotype G254 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 2Karyotyping of pachytene chromosomes of *Solanum tuberosum* cultivar G254. **a** The complement of pachytene chromosomes. The DAPI-stained chromosomes displayed brightly fluorescent pericentromere heterochromatin around the centromeres (primary constriction within the heterochromatic region). Five-color FISH with ten chromosome-specific BACs allowed the identification of all 12 bivalents in one FISH experiment. **b** Bivalents were digitally separated from **a**. Chromosomes were ordered and numbered according to corresponding linkage groups and indicated by *arrowheads* at centromere position

The length of each bivalent was measured in 16 cells (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The longest chromosome 1 measures 81.73 μm (13.70% TCC), whereas the shortest chromosome 11 is 37.71 μm (6.30% TCC). Taking into account the lengths of all chromosomes in the cell complements, we found the order of the chromosomes from longest to smallest to be, respectively, chromosomes 1, 4, 3, 2 (including the rDNA section of the chromosome), 6, 9, 8, 7, 10, 12, 5, and 11. The constriction and often weaker-stained region in the brightly fluorescing pericentromere marks the position of the centromere and was used to determine short and long arms. Short arms of most chromosomes were aligned as expected to north arms in the ultradense genetic map, which fits the "short arm on top" convention. But for chromosomes 5, 7, 10, 11, and 12, the short arms were found to align with the south arms in the genetic map. Table 2Karyotype of pachytene chromosomes in potato (*S. tuberosum*)ParameterChromosome^a^12^b^3456789101112TotalAbsolute length (μm)81.73 ± 14.4055.15 ± 11.0955.88 ± 8.7056.54 ± 9.3139.80 ± 6.6550.31 ± 8.7442.61 ± 7.4144.66 ± 7.5549.80 ± 8.6141.22 ± 6.3437.71 ± 7.5540.72 ± 6.48596.13 ± 98.50Relative length (%)13.70 ± 0.699.22 ± 0.709.39 ± 0.389.49 ± 0.436.68 ± 0.358.43 ± 0.377.15 ± 0.407.49 ± 0.458.35 ± 0.266.93 ± 0.306.30 ± 0.446.84 ± 0.30100DNA content^c^ (Mb)115.09 ± 5.7877.48 ± 5.8878.91 ± 3.2279.72 ± 3.6056.13 ± 2.9070.84 ± 3.1060.06 ± 3.3862.95 ± 3.7470.14 ± 2.1758.23 ± 2.5352.95 ± 3.7357.50 ± 2.52840Relative DAPI fluorescence^d^ (%)11.88 ± 1.168.33 ± 1.038.41 ± 0.8210.39 ± 0.497.26 ± 0.698.12 ± 0.657.67 ± 0.616.70 ± 0.829.88 ± 0.567.36 ± 1.145.86 ± 0.728.14 ± 0.69100DNA content^e^ (Mb)99.82 ± 9.7370.01 ± 8.6870.63 ± 6.9187.27 ± 4.1360.95 ± 5.7868.24 ± 5.5064.43 ± 5.1656.29 ± 6.9182.98 ± 4.6761.82 ± 9.5849.18 ± 6.0268.37 ± 5.84840Centromere index^f^ (%)23.28 ± 2.499.27 ± 2.6121.01 ± 6.2132.46 ± 4.6345.59 ± 3.4124.69 ± 5.8430.97 ± 1.2834.44 ± 6.7940.52 ± 3.9035.80 ± 1.1748.88 ± 1.9947.15 ± 1.19Heterochromatin (%)30.96 ± 1.8833.70 ± 4.97^g^32.80 ± 5.1323.08 ± 8.5639.07 ± 4.7130.25 ± 3.3035.10 ± 6.3733.78 ± 5.0330.90 ± 6.9241.78 ± 8.4236.38 ± 5.9132.33 ± 5.3932.80 ± 2.80^ha^Chromosomes were ordered and numbered according to their corresponding linkage groups (van Os et al. [@CR49])^b^The rDNA section of chromosome 2 was included in the measurements^c^Estimation of the DNA content of each chromosome was based on relative length and the assumption that (1) the haploid genome size of potato is 840 Mb; (2) the euchromatic and heterochromatic regions contain equal amounts of DNA (Mb/μm). Thus, the DNA content would be underestimated for relatively heterochromatic chromosomes and overestimated for relatively euchromatic chromosomes^d^Relative DAPI fluorescence density measurements for each bivalent^e^Estimation of the DNA content of each chromosome was based on relative DAPI fluorescence and the assumption that (1) the haploid genome size of potato is 840 Mb; (2) the euchromatic and heterochromatic regions contain unequal amounts of DNA (Mb/μm)^f^Centromere index was percentage of short arm/total chromosome length (Levan et al. [@CR32])^g^Value includes NOR^h^Percentage heterochromatin in TCC

DAPI staining reveals a clear differentiation of heterochromatin domains in the pachytene complements of potato that resembles the heterochromatin patterns of aceto-carmine-stained pachytene complements (cf. Ramanna and Wagenvoort [@CR38]) and C-banded mitotic metaphase chromosomes (Pijnacker and Ferwerda [@CR37]). All chromosomes have brightly fluorescing pericentromeres composed of a variable number of different-sized heterochromatin blocks (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), with a large heterochromatic satellite in chromosome 2 and minor blocks at most of the chromosome ends. We always compared heterochromatin differentiation before and after FISH, as hybridization conditions tend to lead to decrease chromatin stainability. On the basis of length measurements and DAPI fluorescence intensity of all heterochromatin and euchromatin segments (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), we calculated that heterochromatin occupies approximately 32.8% of the TCC. The smallest chromosome 11 contains 5.86% of the DAPI fluorescence which equals 49.18 Mb (of the total genome size of 840 MB), and the longest chromosome 1 is 11.9% and 99.82 Mb, respectively. Furthermore, we measured DAPI fluorescence for several randomly chosen regions of euchromatin or heterochromatin (see "[Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}") and calculated average DNA content values of 0.86 ± 0.17 Mb/μm for euchromatin and 3.85 ± 0.60 Mb/μm for heterochromatin, respectively. Considering that the heterochromatin percentage is 32.8% of the TCC, we estimated that 68.6% of the potato genome is in heterochromatin (i.e., 3.85 × 32.8%/(0.86 × 67.2% + 3.85 × 32.8%) = 68.6%). Further comparisons of length, arm ratio, and heterochromatin distribution features of pachytene chromosomes between G254 and RH89-039-16 (data not shown) support the concept that the two potato accessions have similar chromosome portraits and that G254 may serve as a representative karyotype of potato.

FISH characterization of physical map anchors {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------

We have used the reference set of five landmark BACs for each chromosome to examine FISH locations of more selected BAC clones of the potato physical map, to ensure that the resulting maps are highly accurate and fit well with each other. The reliability of the AFLP anchor points was verified by hybridization to pachytene chromosomes for a total of 158 BAC clones (including the 60 reference clones of the chromosome map). For 141 clones (\~89%), FISH positions corresponded well with their markers on the genetic map. Discrepancies were found for 13 BACs (\~8%), of which ten clones displayed a single focus on another chromosome than predicted genetically. Eight of them were later found to have incorrect physical map anchors, whereas two were due to mistakes in clone culturing and tracking. The three remaining clones mapped in a position a few bins away from their expected marker positions, which could be explained by small inaccuracies in the genetic map. There were four more BACs (\~3%) that bound to multiple chromosomal targets, including the pericentromere regions of other chromosomes, even with Cot100 blocking, indicating that these BACs have a very high percentage of repetitive sequences.

To further support sequencing activities exploring the physical size of the euchromatic regions, we were also keen on BACs close to or at the telomeres and euchromatin/heterochromatin borders. As shown in Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, RH061A13 was identified as a BAC clone at the border of euchromatin and pericentromere heterochromatin of the short arm of chromosome 9. An important assessment of the quality of a genetic linkage map is its physical coverage of the corresponding chromosome. BAC clone RH106H24 carries AFLP marker EAACMCAA_467, which anchors it to bin101 at the south end of potato linkage group 1. The FISH signal from RH106H24 partially overlapped with the signals derived from the *Arabidopsis* telomeric (TTTAGGG) DNA clone pAtT4 on pachytene chromosome 1 (Fig. [3b, c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, RH106H24 is the BAC demarcating the end of the long arm of chromosome 1 and so marks the very end of its linkage map. Fig. 3**a** Placement of unassigned linkage group RHU at the end of chromosome 12, by which a new RH12 map was developed. (*a*) FISH mapping of two BAC clones (RH057E14, *green*; RH084C24, *red*) anchored by RHU markers and one BAC clone (RH043B17, *yellow*) from RH12 bin 39 on the straightened chromosome 12. (*b*) FISH mapping of BAC clone (RH057E14, *red*), anchored by an RHU marker, and BAC clone (RH195L21, *green*), which was mapped to bin 67 of the SH12 map, to the distal part of straightened chromosome 12. **b**, **c** One of the most distal BAC clones (RH106H24, *green*) from chromosome 1 was shown to partially overlap (indicated by *yellow color*) with telomeric repeats (pAtT4, *red*). **d** FISH mapping of two BAC clones from the euchromatic portion of chromosome 9 of which the BAC clone (RH061A13, *green signal*) bordered the pericentromere heterochromatin. **e** FISH mapping of three chromosome 8 BAC clones (RH168E16, *green*; RH048O11, *yellow*; RH127J02, *blue*) showed a large physical gap between RH168E16 and RH048O11

Major gap analysis on chromosomes 8 and 12 {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------

The FISH map was also used to solve the location of a previously unassigned linkage group of markers from the genetic map of genotype RH, the so-called RHU linkage group (van Os et al. [@CR49]). In comparison to the maternal linkage group 12 (SH12) of the UHD map, the south end of paternal linkage group 12 (RH12) seemed truncated at the marker-dense pericentromeric bin051, since no continuation into a second genetic map arm was observed (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Both the highly skewed marker segregation (102:21) at this end of the RH12 map and the unexpected shorter length suggested that this unassigned part of the RH map (RHU) might be the lacking arm of RH12. Attempts to construct a linkage group integrating RH12 with RHU failed with normal map construction software because the statistical power to detect linkage was severely affected by skewed marker segregations. Furthermore, the distance between the ends of both linkage groups suggested a gap of at least 19 bins. A new linkage map has been constructed, guided by graphical genotyping and retrieving the more severely skewed markers from bin051 of RH12 and from the group of unassigned markers. This manual merger of RHU to RH12 was highly speculative, and therefore we were keen to seek a cytogenetic confirmation of this genetic map. From each of the two BAC contigs of the potato physical map tagged by AFLP markers from RHU, we selected one BAC (RH057E14 and RH084C24) as probe for FISH mapping. FISH analysis showed that the two BACs were indeed located at the end of chromosome 12 (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This confirmed that RHU was correctly merged to RH12 via a gap of at least 19 empty bins (i.e., 19 recombination events). Further confirmation of this merge came from the localization in the RHU region of clone RH195L21 (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which has a PCR marker that was mapped to bin 67 of the of maternal chromosome 12 map (SH12). The new RH12 genetic map now has 90 bins and is included in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The centromere position of chromosome 12, which is located in bin 49--51 of the RH map, is no longer considered to be telocentric, as proposed by Park et al. ([@CR35]), and is now shown to be submetacentric, on the basis of both the new genetic map and the karyotype analysis.

The second major gap in the linkage map of genotype RH is located in the long arm of chromosome 8, where an AFLP marker-free region of 19 bins (14.6 cM) that is considered troublesome for further genome sequencing exists from bin052 to bin070 (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). By pachytene FISH mapping of the BACs RH168E16 (bin049) and RH048O11 (bin073) flanking this linkage gap, we measured a distance between these two FISH signals of 6.17 ± 0.72 μm. Assuming an average euchromatin density of 0.86 Mb/μm (see above), the size of this gap was estimated at 5.3 ± 0.6 Mb. Thus, this genetic gap was revealed as a large physical gap problematic to close with sequencing through BAC contig extension because of the scarcity of genetic markers in this region.

Quantification of euchromatin and heterochromatin regions in chromosome 5 {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The current BAC by BAC sequencing of chromosome 5 of potato genotype RH has made considerable progress, and draft sequence tiling paths are now available for preliminary analysis (unpublished results). In conjunction with this sequencing effort, FISH analyses have been performed with chromosome 5 BACs to gather more detailed information about the relations between genetic, cytogenetic, and physical distances in potato and to estimate gaps in the sequence tiling path.

In the euchromatin region of the long arm, one tiling path was identified which contains eight overlapping BACs from clone RH043P07 to clone RH133I18 and has a draft sequence length of 780 kb. FISH of these two border BACs showed a local DNA density of 1.07 Mb/μm for euchromatin of chromosome 5 (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Genetically, this tiling path covers two bins (bin010 to bin012) and therefore includes two recombination events, which gives a recombination density of 1.54 cM/780 kb = 1.97 cM/Mb. In the pericentromere heterochromatin region, a 2,300-kb sequence tiling path spans 28 overlapping BACs. It runs from RH130M21 to RH071D16 and RH096H07 in between at 900-kb distance from RH071D16. The positions of the FISH signals were in agreement with the clone order in this tiling path (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (c)). The length of the FISH interval between RH130M21 and RH071D16 was on average 0.626 μm, which indicated a local DNA density of 3.67 Mb/μm for heterochromatin of chromosome 5. These estimates correspond well with the previously mentioned DAPI-based estimates of 0.86 Mb/μm for euchromatin and 3.85 Mb/μm for heterochromatin. Fig. 4BAC-FISH mapping resolution for chromosome 5. **a** FISH mapping of 12 BAC clones specific on chromosome 5 showed four gaps along the short arm of chromosome 5. **b** FISH mapping of BACs located at pericentromere heterochromatin region of chromosome 5. (*a*) FISH mapping of one BAC clone (RH132D05, *green*) anchored by a marker from putative centromere bin046. With excess amount of Cot100, it was hybridized at north heterochromatin very proximal to the centromere. Two BAC clones (RH076O08 and RH044A21, *red signals*) helped us to identify chromosome 5. (*b*) FISH mapping of two BAC clones (RH094I11, *pink*; RH048J07, *red*) anchored by markers from putative centromere bin046. BAC clone (RH075N11, *blue*) helped us to identify chromosome 5. (*c*) FISH mapping of three BAC clones (RH130M21, *yellow*; RH096H07, *red*; RH071D16, *green*) anchored by markers from putative centromere bin046. BAC clone (RH075N11, *blue*) helped us to identify chromosome 5

Next, we used the sequence density value of chromosome 5 to estimate the physical size of four gaps in the euchromatic sequence tiling path. No connection existed between the south end of a tilling path ending in clone RH095I08 (bin021) and the north end of an eight BAC cluster beginning from clone RH052M07 (bin027). The genetic distance of six bins suggested the presence of a large gap (gap3; Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, FISH revealed that both clones were actually relatively close to each other, separated by only 0.67 Mb (i.e., the distance between the two FISH signals observed from RH095I08 and RH052M07 was 0.62 ± 0.14 μm, implying a physical distance of 0.62 μm × 1.07 Mb/μm = 0.67 Mb). An opposite result was found for the distance between RH052M07 (bin027) and RH076O08 (bin037), which were separated by a larger genetic gap of ten bins, corresponding with a large physical gap of 3.37 Mb (gap4; Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the same way, gap1 and gap2 could be estimated at 0.58 and 0.94 Mb, respectively. Gap1 and gap3 indicated a higher recombination rate than gap2 and gap4, thus hinting at the fact that gap1 and gap3 might be associated with recombination hot spots (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

The pericentromere region is characterized by a strong suppression of recombination as was shown for tomato by Sherman and Stack ([@CR42]), and hence genetic markers from this region cluster into extremely marker-dense bins on the UHD genetic map (van Os et al. [@CR49]). In genotype RH, the centromere of chromosome 5 is located in bin046 (Park et al. [@CR35]). The AFLP markers from this bin are responsible for anchoring about 70% of the BAC contigs in the physical map of chromosome 5 (unpublished observations), suggesting that bin046 physically spans the larger part of this chromosome\'s DNA. We have explored the extent of bin046 on the cytogenetic map by hybridization with BAC clones that were mapped to this genetic region. Hybridization of the repetitive sequences in such BACs was effectively suppressed by unlabeled Cot100 genomic DNA (100 times the probe DNA concentration) to the hybridization mixture. Six BACs from bin046 produced well-defined FISH signals in the pericentromere region (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The interval covered by these clones extended from RH094I11 in the long arm to RH071D16 in the short arm, confirming the continuity of bin046 in the heterochromatic region. RH094I11 was located far from RH048J07; RH048J07 was in the northern pericentromere block halfway to the centromere; RH132D05 was very close to the centromere but still in the pericentromere heterochromatin; the other three BACs RH130M21, RH096H07, and RH071D16 were in turn south of the centromere (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). From the microscopic measurement of the RH094I11--RH071D16 interval, it is concluded that bin046 indeed occupies the heterochromatic region and that its length corresponds to approximately 40% of the length of pachytene chromosome 5.

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

Potato chromosome identification {#Sec12}
--------------------------------

Mitotic chromosomes of potato are small and similar in size, and most of them are difficult to identify morphologically without additional C-banding (Pijnacker and Ferwerda [@CR37]). At pachytene, the chromosomes are much longer and show a differentiated heterochromatin pattern, providing more landmarks for identification (Ramanna and Wagenvoort [@CR38]). But even so, not all pachytene chromosomes of potato are easily distinguished, since several of them share similar size, arm ratio, and heterochromatin distribution patterns.

The technique of chromosome identification with FISH using chromosome-specific BAC clones has been well demonstrated in many plant species. It avoids the limitations that are associated with classic methods of chromosome identification and is particularly useful for plant species with a large number of small chromosomes (Dong et al. [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR15]; Cheng et al. [@CR11]; Kim et al. [@CR24]; Tek et al. [@CR47]; Tang et al. [@CR44]). In potato, BAC-FISH has already been used for identification of all 12 chromosomes in mitotic cells (Dong et al. [@CR14]), while in pachytene cells, chromosomes have been identified from only two linkage groups (Iovene et al. [@CR22]; Tang et al. [@CR45]; Achenbach et al. [@CR1]).

In this study, we performed various five-color FISH experiments with chromosome-specific BACs in potato to provide a set of 60 cytogenetic markers for chromosome identification and high-resolution cytogenetic mapping in pachytene complements. The 12 chromosomes are identified according to their linkage group number in the UHD genetic map (Van Os et al. [@CR49]). The chromosome numbering system in potato has been adopted from the highly syntenic tomato genome (Bonierbale et al. [@CR5]; Gebhardt et al. [@CR19]), where the chromosome numbers are based on the decreasing order of bivalent lengths observed at pachytene (Barton [@CR3]).

Pachytene karyotype of the potato genome {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------

We developed a potato karyotype that was based on five-color FISH labeling with a selection of only ten BAC clones that are anchored to linkage groups 3 to 12 of the UHD genetic map. This one-step hybridization allowed the simultaneous identification of all potato bivalents in a single pachytene complement.

We found that the descending order of pachytene chromosome lengths is 1, 4, 3, 2 (including the rDNA section of the chromosome), 6, 9, 8, 7, 10, 12, 5, and 11, which differs from the chromosome order in tomato, as defined by Barton ([@CR3]). This difference may be caused by differences in the procedure of cell preparation, but it may also reflect true differences between the potato and the tomato genome. The short arms of chromosomes 5, 7, 10, 11, and 12 aligned with the south arms of their linkage groups in the UHD genetic map, which is not in accordance with genetic convention. For chromosomes 7, 10, and 12, this unusual alignment is caused by the UHD map, which has its marker order upside down for these three chromosomes. For chromosomes 5 and 11, however, the marker order of the UHD map follows the other existing potato maps. This means that the short arm in potato is homologous to the long arm in tomato and vice versa. This discrepancy may be caused by potential misidentification of the centromeres of tomato by Barton ([@CR3]) or by an inaccuracy of chromosome arm measurements in these metacentric chromosomes.

The cytological centromere in the pachytene chromosomes could in most cases be established and their positions aligned well with their genetic centromere positions (Park et al. [@CR35]). The exception is the centromere on chromosome 3, which is most probably located in bin016 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) instead of bin035 (Park et al. [@CR35]). However, centromeres in some chromosomes do not clearly display the characteristic lightly stained chromatin domains, as was also shown for rice where the centromere-specific probe RCS2 did not hybridize at some of what was considered the primary constrictions of these chromosomes (Cheng et al. [@CR11]). In those cases, a centromere-specific repeat will be needed to demonstrate unequivocally the position of the centromere. However, so far, no such repeat has been found.

The DAPI-stained heterochromatin distribution patterns in potato pachytene chromosomes were not as distinct as those of tomato. The transition between euchromatin and heterochromatin in potato was generally less sharp but more gradually defined than in the tomato chromosomes (Yeh and Peloquin [@CR59]). The boundary of euchromatin and heterochromatin in potato could therefore only be defined with certainty when close comparisons were made with aceto-carmine-stained complements and the DAPI-stained complements before the FISH treatment. So we chose chromosomes showing clear heterochromatin patterns for measurements to best avoid existing small variations as discussed above. Our measurements showed that the major part of the chromosomes consist of euchromatin (only 32.8% heterochromatin). These results are roughly in agreement with the values for tomato (35.8%; Peterson et al. [@CR36]) but differ strongly with other estimates of 24% (de Jong et al. [@CR12]) and 14.6% for *M. truncatula* (Kulikova et al. [@CR29]), and *A. thaliana* 7.4% for (Fransz et al. [@CR16]). We also estimated that 31.4% of the potato genome lies in euchromatin and 68.6% of the potato genome lies in heterochromatin that is considered rich in repetitive sequences, largely transcriptionally inactive, although cloning and characterization of rice chromosome 8 centromere did reveal the presence of active genes in centromere and flanking heterochromatin sequences (Nagaki et al. [@CR33]; Wu et al. [@CR56]; Yan et al. [@CR58]).

We presented two methods for estimation of the DNA content for each chromosome. One was based on the relative length of each bivalent, but the DNA content would be underestimated for relatively heterochromatic chromosomes and overestimated for relatively euchromatic chromosomes. The other was based on relative DAPI fluorescence measurements, which was considered to be more accurate because it took not only the relative length of each bivalent but also the density into account.

Integration of cytogenetic and genetic maps in potato {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------------------

While linkage maps accurately describe gene order and the frequency of crossovers between genes or markers, linkage map distances are not simply related to physical distances (Harper and Cande [@CR20]; Anderson et al. [@CR2]). This is because crossovers are not equally distributed over chromosome arms, and as a result loci that are physically far apart on chromosomes can be tightly linked on linkage maps and vice versa (Islam-Faridi et al. [@CR23]; Budiman et al. [@CR8]). Such discrepancies are impediments to applying linkage maps to guide genome sequence assembly or for gene discovery by chromosome walking.

To display the relationship between the genetic and chromosome map in potato, we calculated the ratio of genetic distance (bin) to cytological distance (FL) between pairs of BAC markers. The ratio varies from 3.90 bin/FL (22 bins/5.65 FL) in the distal region of 7L (long arm of chromosome 7) to 0.18 bin/FL (six bins/33.19 FL) in the pericentromere of chromosome 9, which corresponds to 6.27 cM/μm for 7L and 0.22 cM/μm for the pericentromere region of chromosome 9, respectively. These values demonstrate that the recombination frequency in the distal region of the chromosome is much higher than that in the pericentromere region (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). To better estimate the suppression of recombination in the pericentromere region, we performed FISH hybridizations on chromosome 5. In an interval of approximately 21.78 µm between clones RH094I11 and RH071D16, the genetic map shows no recombination since all markers in this region belong to a single bin (bin046). This means that the recombination frequency in this region must be less than one bin (0.77 cM) per 21.78 µm, which is less than 0.04 cM/µm.

Our range of recombination densities observed in potato, including the level of suppression in the pericentromere region, is comparable to the chromosomes in crops with a similar or larger genome size like maize, wheat, barley, and sorghum (Kim et al. [@CR25]; Wang et al. [@CR54]). For instance, in maize chromosome 9, the recombination rate around the centromere region was highly decreased by 145-fold from 7.29 cM/μm near the tip of 9S to 0.05 cM/μm in the pericentromere region (Wang et al. [@CR54]).

Future applications of the potato cytogenetic map {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------------------

Our current cytogenetic map forms a solid foundation for future FISH-based chromosome research in potato. The pachytene stage of meiosis offers the best cell material to perform such experiments, since it allows cytogenetic mapping at high resolution and gives a clear distinction of euchromatin and heterochromatin features (de Jong et al. [@CR12]). A range of applications can be envisioned, such as development of a high-density cytogenetic map by the inclusion of additional probes, mapping of unanchored BAC clones or gene sequences, ordering of physical map contigs in low recombination regions, or examining the distribution pattern of repetitive sequences.

The reference set of 60 BACs can serve as a universal set of cytogenetic markers for the *Solanaceae*, since most of them come from euchromatin where most genes are located. It was demonstrated in rice and maize that gene sequences and order are generally well conserved in cultivars and related species and that gene-rich probes give strong FISH signals across genomes (Tang et al. [@CR44]; Lamb et al. [@CR30]). Therefore, this set of cytogenetic markers in potato is useful as a starting point to study synteny and chromosomal rearrangements between *Solanaceae* taxa and cultivars (Tanksley et al. [@CR46]; Wu et al. [@CR57]). Actually, our probes were demonstrated to produce signals in several clones of potato and two tomatoes, and BAC-FISH has already fulfilled to reveal paracentric inversions between potato and tomato for both chromosomes 5 and 6 (Iovene et al. [@CR22]; Tang et al. [@CR45]; Achenbach et al. [@CR1]).

With the advance of genome research, cytogenetic maps will not only be valuable for integrating and organizing genetic, molecular, and cytological information but they will also provide a unique insight into genome and chromosome organization, meiotic disturbances in homologous pairing, and chromosome transmission. A complete sequence of the potato genome will be publicly available in the near future. Identification of euchromatin and heterochromatin at both the cytological and DNA sequence level will be a critical component for characterization of the potato genome. The further FISH-based localization of BACs and other sequences on the potato genome will be a significant advancement of *Solanaceae* genomics in general and will provide a very valuable support to the International Potato Genome-Sequencing Project.
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AFLP

:   Amplified fragment length polymorphism

BAC

:   Bacterial artificial chromosome

CCD

:   Charge-coupled device

Cot

:   (= C0 × *t*) C0 is the initial concentration of single-stranded DNA in mole per liter, and *t* is the reannealing time in seconds. Cot is a measure of DNA complexity

Cy 3, 3.5, 5

:   Cyanide dyes

DAPI

:   4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole

DEAC

:   Diethylaminocoumarin

FISH

:   Fluorescence in situ hybridization

FITC

:   Fluorescein isothiocyanate

FL

:   Fraction length

NOR

:   Nucleolar-organizing region

PGSC

:   Potato Genome-Sequencing Consortium

RH

:   Paternal potato genotype used in this study

RHU

:   Unidentified linkage group in the RH genotype

SH

:   Maternal potato genotype used in this study

TCC

:   Total cell complement

UHD genetic map

:   Ultrahigh-density genetic map
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